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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

TOTAL COST OPTIMIZATION FOR CONTOUR BLASTING IN THE
APPALACHIA REGION

Abstract
This thesis recounts the study of contour blasting practices in the Appalachia coal region.
Contour blasting practices vary widely and problems are often encountered. Several
different sites were visited and contour blasting practices at each were studied. Based on
the information gathered, a comprehensive plan was developed for blasting operations to
follow and then was tested and compared to an example of blasting practices without use
of the plan. The blasting practices were compared by examining monthly production
rates as well as a time study to measure the efficiency a contour blast could be loaded and
hauled away and a cost per cubic yard of material determined. The plan was found to be
successful in keeping safety while increasing profitability. However, the plan will need
to be backed and understood by management in order to achieve the same success.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The explosives industry is constantly working to increase the efficiency of blasting, while
simultaneously improving safety records. Blasting that is inefficient, causes accidents, or
both, results in lost time and money for mining companies. In an industry where losing
several minutes can consequently cost in the range of thousands of dollars, it is
imperative to have both safe and efficient blasting practices. Blasters must undergo many
hours of training and gain experience under the guidance of a licensed blaster before
obtaining their own license. The blasters understand what needs to be accomplished to
do their best to achieve these goals. However, it is important for all involved with the
mining process to understand how their contributions are important to achieve the desired
results of a blast.
It is not uncommon for the blasting operations to almost be completely detached from the
rest of the mining operation, especially in the coal industry (ÖZDEMİR, 2007). Mine
management usually has very little to no background in blasting so they do not pay much
attention to it. The blaster is the one who is liable if there is an accident so management
feels compelled to not get involved. This issue is only exacerbated when the blasting is
carried out by a contractor. More attention should be paid to what it takes to have a
successful blast, on the management side of the equation, to prevent a situation where it
is mine management versus the blaster when a problem arises. The mine management
will claim the blaster is at fault for how he loaded or timed the shot and the blaster will
say the fault should be on the mine for how the shot was drilled or the bench prepared.
The problems will eventually arise again and the cycle will continue.
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These problems are typically a result of examining the cost of each individual operation
at the mine, rather than looking at the overall cost to operate. The effectiveness of
drilling and blasting will affect the rest of the operations down the line.

If the

downstream effects of drilling and blasting were known and their importance to the
success of the mine, a greater emphasis would be put into those operations to ensure
maximum effectiveness at the mine sites that do not already do so. Currently at many
mines however, the emphasis is to keep the drilling and blasting costs as low as possible
as a result of pressure to get costs down as low as possible and this is an easy area to
reduce cost.

However, this causes less than optimum results for the blasting, thus

increasing the total cost of the operation by forcing the other functions (i.e. excavating,
hauling, etc.) to essentially pick up the slack from a poor blast performance, or worse,
having an accident. What needs to be considered is that a little more investment into the
drilling and blasting operations will ultimately lower the total cost by reducing the cost of
the remaining functions and preventing accidents from occurring.
The purpose of this thesis is to develop an effective drill and blast plan for contour
blasting in the Appalachia coal region that considers safety and the total cost of the
operation. Contour blasting, also sometimes called control blasting, is blasting that
occurs along the permit boundary, and not uncommonly uphill from several residences
below. No such plan currently exists and there have been problems with both safety and
blasting performance in the region. Analysis of the effectiveness of the plan will show
why it is optimum. By collaborating and making the entire operation a team effort, total
cost can decrease and productivity increase, all without compromising safety.

The

workers as individuals and teams can take more pride in their work if they understand
2

how the tasks they perform affect the entire mining operation.

In this instance,

specifically how drilling, bench preparation, shot excavating, etc. can positively affect the
operation by understanding how what they do affects the blasting operations going on at
the mine. This plan will create an effective blasting program by not only laying out plans
for how to blast effectively, but also provide information and reasons as to why each item
is important and how it will affect the performance of the blasting.

Copyright © Brett Christopher Jackson 2015
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Chapter 2: Review of Literature
2.1 Background
Much work has already been done within the realm of blast optimization. However, there
is limited work done on how an effective comprehensive contour blasting plan will affect
the total cost of production at a coal mine. Contour blasting adds a very interesting
dynamic because it requires enough energy to break the rock, but doing so in a manner
that will not create too much movement to create a dangerous situation for any people or
homes that are located downslope of the blast. Much of the work that has already been
done for blast improvements and optimization, especially in the surface coal mines, for
the most part only deal with one or two aspects of the blast or results of a blast. The rest
of this chapter will explore these various facets that have already been examined.
2.2 Blast Design and Cost
For many years, the universal approach to designing an effective blast was based on trial
and error (Smith, Hautala, 1991). Equations that were developed to aid in blast design by
Ash (1963) and Langefors (1978) were only used for the initial designs and then modified
as the different parameters were experimented with based on the blaster’s familiarity with
the site conditions and needs (Smith, 1991). This causes a very loose definition of what
an “optimal blast” truly is and it typically varies from site to site. The most common
definitions in the past have included good fragmentation with no accidents. However,
“good fragmentation” is quite ambiguous and there is no solid metric in which to measure
it. While “good fragmentation” is part of the goal, that definition is not all encompassing.
Muck pile shape, removal of the toe, acceptable ground vibration and airblast levels, and
good conditions in the resulting floor and highwall also need to be assessed in the
4

determination of an optimal blast. If any of these items are not optimal, then it is possible
the blast could have performed better. The best combination of all these results should be
found and aimed for with each blast.
Any unfavorable results are going to add in to the total cost somewhere down the road.
Figure 2.1 shows an example of how fragmentation will affect the total cost of the
various functions at a surface coal mine. But if any of the examined results are not up to
standards, it will cause these costs to increase. The three main areas that factored into the
total cost include drilling and blasting, transportation (which includes excavation) and
crushing. Drilling is the first step and the total cost very much depends on how well the
drilling is done (Holmvall, 2001). With the actual blasting, energy is what is actually
being purchased, and if the correct amount is put in and distributed correctly, good results
will be achieved and lower the subsequent costs. Figure 2.2 shows how the drilling and
blasting costs will subsequently affect the total cost.

Figure 2.1: Costs based on fragmentation (Neale, 2010)
5

Figure 2.2: Drilling and blasting cost effect on total cost (Kate, 1998)
2.3 Fragmentation
As mentioned, historically fragmentation has been most often used as the measuring stick
for shot performance. It is the most common driving force in the influence on the blast
design (Lownds, 1997). It is in fact a very important part as poor fragmentation can lead
in significantly higher total cost. There are two main factors that have the largest effect
on fragmentation, timing and powder factor. Timing is important because it needs to
allow time for material from each hole fired to clear in order for there to be room for
material from the subsequent holes to move to allow for the fragmentation. However, too
much time will also lead to poor fragmentation as the energy will simply escape in the
cracks formed by the blastholes fired ahead of it (Katsabanis et al., 2006). Powder factor
is simply a ratio of how many pounds of explosives are being used to break a volume of
rock. The more energy put into the rock, the more it will break or fragment. Of course
there is a point at which the powder factor could be so high, the benefits become
negligible. It is also a possibility that simply the geology of the rock is so poor, it will
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not allow for the shot to be fragmented very well and overloading the shot will only result
in an accident.
A well fragmented shot will allow for easy excavation and hauling and keep those costs
low. A poorly fragmented shot will make it very difficult and time consuming to dig
which will increase the total cost. The cycle time of the loaders has been found to be
directly related to differences in fragmentation size (McGill, Freadrich, 1994). The
increase in time it takes for each cycle increases the time it takes to completely dig the
shot. It is also problematic because the bucket cannot be used to its full capacity, if it is
even able to handle the material at all. Figure 2.3 show how the bucket fill factor is
affected by the size of the particles being excavated.

While the extra time it takes costs

money, the extra maintenance required on the equipment incurred by handling the
oversize material is also an issue. Figure 2.4 illustrates how handling oversize material
causes excess wear to equipment.

Figure 2.3: Particle size effect on bucket fill factor (Neale, 2010)

Figure 2.4: Excessive wear due to oversize material (Neale, 2010)
7

Boulders after a shot are highly problematic because they are too big for the equipment to
handle and must be broken either by secondary blasting or mechanically, but it is costly
either way. Secondary breakage is possibly the largest additional cost incurred due to
poor fragmentation (Gadberry, 2001). To avoid creating boulders, it is important to know
the different factors that can cause them. These factors can be place into four main
categories: (1) poor drilling (2) low quality explosive (3) poor loading and blasting
practices (4) poor pre-existing geologic conditions (Gadberry, 2001). All except for the
pre-existing geologic conditions can easily be remedied, but only if the geologic
conditions are known and accounted for. Adequate training plays a vital role in the
success of any blast as well.
2.4 Drilling
Drilling is a time consuming and very costly process, accounting for between 40 to 70%
of the total direct cost of drilling and blasting (Kate, 1998). It is also the most important
step to achieving good blast results. Inaccurate drilling will lead to poor blast results. In
a struggle between drill accuracy and drill production, the tendency is to lean towards
drill production when the implications of inaccurate drilling are not understood (Harris,
1999). The best drill pattern designs become nullified if the drill holes are not in their
intended locations. Additional problems may be encountered as well if holes are not
drilled accurately to the proper depth or at the desired angle, most often straight down.
Most of the problems with drilling stem directly from a lack of understanding as to how it
affects the blasting or by hurrying the drill productivity at the sacrifice of accuracy. By
taking the time to inform everyone how they have an effect on the overall operation,
production can increase, even if a little extra time is taken to drill accurately. This overall
8

time saving is noticed in reduced cycle times from the excavation equipment and less
down time due to less maintenance needed resulting from a decrease in wear on the
equipment (Huntly, 1999). This is just another testament as to how spending a little extra
money upfront will reduce the overall cost.
Another misconception about drilling is that bigger is not always better. For blast holes,
the tendency is to drill the largest possible holes in an attempt to reduce the drilling and
blasting costs (Holmvall, 2001). This may lead to other problems such as flyrock or
excessive ground vibration or airblast. It will also usually hinder fragmentation, as there
is an increase in burden and spaceing that will need to be overcome. Each operation must
decide what is an appropriate blast size and this may require a smaller diameter hole to be
drilled. It is also dependent on what type of blasting is being done. Control blasts that
require more precision blasting should utilize smaller diameter blast holes to help better
control and fragment the blast.
2.5 Detonators
A highly debated topic in blasting is what type of initiation system should be
implemented. There are two main types that are being used: non electronic, or NonEl,
and electronic. NonEl detonators are pyrotechnic and utilize a material with a known
burn rate to create the delay in the cap and come in a limited number of delays.
Electronic detonators utilize a computer chip in the cap that can be programmed to any
delay the blaster desires. This allows for delay sequences that could not be achieved with
the NonEl caps (McKinstry, Floyd, Bartley, 2002).

9

The main area of concern is the difference in fragmentation that can be achieved by each
method. Testing shows that in many cases, blasts fired with the electronic detonators
yield an increase in fragmentation, if used properly, and then results in an increase in
excavator productivity as well. An increase of 44% in fragmentation has been measured,
along with an 11% increase in excavator productivity. It is estimated that an increase of
6.5% in excavator productivity is enough to offset the additional cost associated with
electronic detonators (McKinstry, Bolles, Rantapaa, 2004). The main reason for this
noticeable improvement is the precise timing of the electronic detonators. There is
minimal cap scatter, the difference between nominal time and actual firing time, in the
electronic caps. The NonEl caps have a relatively large cap scatter, of ±5% in most
cases, and in some cases it is so great that some hole will even fire completely out of
sequence. This can lead to excessive ground vibrations or dangerous flyrock incidents.
The precise timing is important to fragmentation also because the internal rock movement
depends highly on the timing sequence of the detonators and the surface movement can
also be controlled to an extent (Zhang, Mousset-Jones, Daemen, 1994). Precise timing
for NonEl is also highly difficult as there are a limited amount of delay times available.
Another advantage of electronic detonators is their overall reliability. When tied in to the
blasting box, each detonator reports back to ensure communication and each detonator is
programmed to detonate. All the detonators begin their countdown to detonate when the
shot is initiated by the blast box and there is no concern if the wires get cutoff during the
blast because the initiation sequence was already begun. With NonEl systems, there is a
lesser degree of reliability due to the lack of a readiness test to ensure initiation. Defects
cannot be discovered until it is time to detonate (Bryan, Mangum, McCutchen, 1990).
10

The potential for misfires is another problem with NonEl. The delays are laying on the
surface and are susceptible to being cutoff before the entire shot is initiated.
2.6 Presplits
Presplits, or prelines, are a vital tool for any mining operation. Presplits are used to help
control overbreak and promote stability of the resulting highwall by establishing a
fracture plane (Owens, 1995). Presplits that are not done correctly first and foremost
create a very dangerous situation for anyone working near the resulting highwall. Any
overbreak will create cracks that create problems in a future shot at the location. There
will be problems drilling through cracks which makes loading difficult and could
potentially have adverse effects on the performance of the blast by hindering
fragmentation as well as flyrock accidents. An effective plan needs to be developed and
utilized to maximize the effectiveness of presplits.
2.7 Preparing Blast Plans
Blast plans are an essential part of any blasting job. Many site supervisors want to know
what is going to be done for blasting before the job ever begins. Blast plans must be
complete and concise, and need to be followed to be effective. They can be adjusted as
things progress and the site specific geology changes, but it should be clear how the
blasting practices are to be carried out. A complete plan should include the following:
summary page, safety procedures, pre-blast inspections and public relations, blast design
parameters, and specification sheets and drawings (Ziegler, 2003). While every plan is
going to be at least slightly different because every blasting scenario is different, the
framework is all going to be the same. Figure 2.5 shows an example of what the
summary of a complete blast plan could look like.
11

Figure 2.5: Blast plan example
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2.8 Accidents
When accidents happen, the results are usually extremely bad and all efforts should be
put forth to completely prevent them. Many could have been prevented if more care was
taken before initiating the shot. Flyrock and misfires are two of the leading reasons for
accidents, accounting for over 20% of accidents (Verakis, Lobb, 2012). These types of
accidents are extremely costly and time consuming to correct. While safety is the main
concern, this extra cost and loss of time incurred has a negative effect on the total cost of
the product.
Flyrock is an accident that needs to be considered before it ever happens.

Many

accidents could easy be prevented if closer attention was paid in any part of the blast
design. From designing the pattern, all the way through hooking up the initiation system,
each step should be done with careful consideration. But unfortunately, carelessness is
one of the leading causes of flyrock (Fletcher, D’Andrea, 1986). The risks of flyrock are
only sometimes taken into account long after an operation has already begun, and is most
often resulting from an accident or significant flyrock event (Blanchier, 2013). Some of
the errors that result in flyrock include too high of a powder factor, inadequate burden,
insufficient stemming, improper delay times, or a wrong blasthole delay sequence
(Fletcher, D’Andrea, 1986). Ensuring proper burden, relief, and explosives confinement
will take care of most flyrock incidents. This starts off with the drilling. Drilling
accuracy is the first step and is essential in the prevention of flyrock. Communication
between the driller and blaster is also vital. The driller needs to communicate any
anomalies that were encountered to the blaster so they can be taken into account when
loading the shot.

With a proper and adequately drilled pattern and any unusual
13

circumstances communicated, the onus is then on the blaster to ensure the rest is done
properly and safely. Giving a blaster a poorly drilled shot makes it very difficult on the
blaster to set off a shot that is both safe and effective. The last line of defense should be
the safety bench along the permit boundary. In some rare cases, there may be no way
around it, based on the variables in the blast. In one study conducted, over half of the
reported flyrock incidents were from a result of an issue with the safety bench, an issue
with driller communication, or a combination of the two (Jackson Jr., Lusk, 2014).
Misfires are another problem that is most often caused by carelessness. Shortcuts in the
blasting industry are simply unacceptable (Reisz, 2009). Misfires are a very dangerous
situation that needs to be handled with extreme care. The safe handling of a misfire takes
special planning and care to execute. A sound plan comes from awareness of the dangers
a misfire poses and the patience that will be required to handle it (Dillingham, 2004). A
misfire has two main effects on a mining operation. One issue is the safety hazard
created, and the other is an increase in mining costs. Most operators do not realize how
common misfires actually occur, and also do not understand the effects that they have.
Those who take the time to understand misfires and their negative effects on their
operation will place a very high emphasis on practices to avoid misfires (Fletcher,
D’Andrea, 1983).

To avoid the extra costs and lost time that comes with misfires, the

best advice is simply to do whatever is possible to avoid them through safe blasting
practices.

Copyright © Brett Christopher Jackson 2015
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Chapter 3: Methodology
3.1 Evaluation of Current Practices
In order to properly assess the effect of the proposed blasting plan, first the current
practices will need to be evaluated and quantified. Seven mines in the same area of the
Appalachia region were chosen to visit and collect data from. Blast parameters were
recorded, timing sequences noted, copies were made of several blast reports, pictures
taken of the geologic conditions, and the blasters on site were asked to comment on their
thoughts of how the drilling and blasting operations were performing and any problems
they regularly encounter that should be noted.
It was quickly realized that there really was no standard set forth for how control blasting
operations should be conducted. Not only did the practices vary from site to site, but also
varied sometimes within the very same operation, depending on who was drilling and
also who was blasting. All shots examined used a 7 7/8” diameter hole size, and most
were laid out on either a 16’x16’ or 18’x18’ burden and spacing pattern for all shots
regardless of hole depth. In one instance, an 18’x18’ pattern was being utilized but mine
management was being told that a 21’x21’ pattern was being used so they would think
drilling and blasting costs were being reduced.
3.2 Mine 1
Mine 1 is in the final stages of its life, so blasting does not occur every day and is mostly
reclamation blasting.

Blast logs that illustrated how control blasting practices were

conducted were gathered and examined. Nonel detonators and ANFO is exclusively used
on site. An 18’x18’ pattern is also exclusively used and 8’ spacing on presplits. Holes

15

were drilled to a maximum depth of 30’ with a minimum of 8’ of drill cutting stemming
used. The predominant overburden material is sandstone.
Shots are initiated halfway to three quarters of the way back from the outslope. A delay
of 100ms is used from row-to-row. Hole-to-hole timing slows down as it progresses
towards the slope. The delay starts at 142ms and an additional 42ms is added each row
after (i.e. 142, 184, 226). Delay away from the slope generally is consistent at 17ms or
42ms hole-to-hole. The use of decks is very limited and when used decks are shot on the
same delay. An example of a typical pattern and timing sequence used at Mine 1 is
shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Typical pattern and timing sequence for Mine 1
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3.3 Mine 2
Mine 2 is a sister mine of Mine 1 and thus the blasting practices appear to be very
similar. It is focused on reclamation with very limited production taking place. Blast
logs again were gathered and reviewed.

Nonel detonators and ANFO are used

exclusively. An 18’x18’ pattern is used for all shots with holes drilled to a depth of 2030’. The overburden material on site is sandstone.
A typical shot is initiated in the middle row with a delay of 100ms row-to-row. Timing
towards the slope slows down, usually starting with 142ms with an additional 42ms for
each row as it was done at Mine 1. Only one hole loading style was used throughout the
entirety of each shot and no decking was used. A typical pattern and timing sequence at
Mine 2 is shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Typical pattern and timing sequence for Mine 2
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3.4 Mine 3
Mine 3 uses ANFO and Orica Unitronic (UT) 600s, an electronic detonator, for control
shots. Burdens and spacings were low, with most at 16’ and some were as low as 12’
Hole depths were shallow, ranging from 15-20’. Presplit holes were drilled with 10’
spacing. The overburden material consists of a soft sandstone and shale. For the control
blasting, a powder factor of 1.0-1.2 lb/yd3 is used in most cases.
Shots are timed very slowly, typically 200-300ms row-to-row and 30ms hole-to-hole.
When the blasting logs were examined, it was noticed that there was no form of labeling
or indication where the slope or previously blasted material was located.

This is

illustrated in Figure 3.3. Decking of holes is a rare occurrence and all decks are fired on
the same delay except for consideration of scaled distance. Hole decking is breaking up
the explosives in the hole into smaller segments with inert material between them to help
spread out the energy in the rock.
The blasters report that joints and cracks are present in most shots. An example of these
geologic conditions is shown in Figure 3.4. Despite the complaints of joints and cracks,
presplits are still able to be shot cleanly as shown in Figure 3.5. According to the
blasters, fragmentation on site is good. The blasters also prefer to shoot as many preplit
holes on the same delay as possible. In seven years there has been no reported material
over the ditch and there have been no reported misfires with UT or nonel caps. Nitrous
Oxide (NOx) emissions seem to occur regularly, based on the presence of orange smoke
immediately following the blast. Blasters report bench preparation is satisfactory and
communication with the drillers is adequate.
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Figure 3.3: Typical pattern and timing sequence for Mine 3

Figure 3.4: Geologic conditions at Mine 3. Note highly jointed rock with additional blast
induced cracking
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Figure 3.5: Presplit at Mine 3
3.5 Mine 4
By far, the most unique approach to control blasting is at Mine 4. In most cases, the
outside row closest to the slope is shot first. This is a contradiction to all known best
practices but the blaster claims to have good results from this method. At Mine 4, many
different methods and timing sequences appear to be used; however, the outside-row-first
method is used most often. In this method, there is a 150-200ms delay between each hole
in the outside row. After this row has been initiated, the remainder of the shots initiates
from the back or the middle at 150ms row-to-row and 30ms hole-to-hole. This timing
method is shown in Figure 3.6. An echelon pattern is also used at Mine 4 in some
instances. This method was typically employed with there was an open face on two or
three sides and a slope on the fourth. This shot was timed in this fashion to pull material
away from the slope. This timing pattern is shown in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.6: Outside-row-first timing at Mine 4

Figure 3.7: Echelon timing pattern at Mine 4
Shots are laid out on a 21’x21’ pattern with holes drilled 25-30’ deep.

An

ANFO/emulsion blend and UT600s are commonly used. The use of decks is rare and are
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shot on the same delay when used. A powder factor of 1.0-1.2 lb/yd3 is used most often.
The overburden material is predominately sandstone. Presplit holes are spaced at 10’ and
are shot on the same delay.
Mud seams and joints/cracks are a problem and a 50/50 ANFO/emulsion blend is
necessary to keep explosives in the holes because it is a thick enough consistency to not
seep into and fill all the cracks in the rock. According to the blasters, fragmentation is
good with few boulder shots required. Presplits are also generally shot well. There have
been two shots in the past seven years that have resulted in reported material off the
permitted area leading to an investigation. NOx emissions are only a problem when wet
holes are present.

Bench preparation has much room for improvements and

communication between the blasters and drill and dozer operators in lacking.
There is significant variance in geologic conditions from one area of the mine to the next.
As shown in Figure 3.8, the rock in this area is highly jointed and fractured which results
in poor highwall quality. In other areas of the mine, as depicted in Figure 3.9, the rock is
of much better quality with less joints and fractures resulting in higher quality highwalls.

Figure 3.8: Highly jointed and fractured geologic conditions at Mine 4
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Figure 3.9: Little jointing and fractured geologic conditions at Mine 4
3.6 Mine 5
At Mine 5, an 18’x18’ pattern is employed most often with hole depths varying from 3060’. Shots are initiated with UT600s and a 30/70% ANFO/emulsion blend. Decks are
used with three decks in the outside row of holes and there is no delay between decks.
The decks are simply to better distribute the energy from the explosives. The powder
factor is limited to 1.2 lb/yd3 or less depending on the decking. Holes for presplits are
drilled with an 8’ spacing. In softer rock, only every other hole is loaded and good
results have been achieved. In harder rock, every hole in the presplit is loaded to achieve
a satisfactory result.
Mine 5 utilizes a timing sequence that is unlike any of what has been observed at any of
the other mine locations. The back two rows away from the slope are initiated in a zigzag pattern with a 42ms delay between each hole. These holes then branch off towards
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the slope and with 100ms hole-to-hole and 84ms row-to-row. This drill pattern and
timing sequence is shown in Figure 3.10.

Figure 3.10: Back rows zig-zag timing at Mine 5
At Mine 5, there have been no reported misfires or cases of material off the permitted
area. Driller communication on site is very poor, with the exception of one or two
drillers. In many instances, the drill flags are either incomplete or inaccurate. Drill flags
are supposed to be filled out by the driller and placed next to drill hole, containing
information such as the pattern drilled, hole size, hole depth, and any anomalies
encountered along with what depth it occurred at. While data was being collected, there
was an issue being discussed in which a driller failed to communicate the presence of a
mud seam which resulted in energy loss and poor fragmentation. The resulting oversize
material was very difficult to handle with the shovel. Bench preparation at the site is hit
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or miss with some good and some bad. The overburden material is mainly sandstone
with many cracks present. These geological conditions are shown in Figures 3.11 and
3.12.

Figure 3.11: Typical geological conditions and highwall at Mine 5

Figure 3.12: Shot material in foreground and highwall in background at Mine 5
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3.7 Mine 6
Mine 6 was the most diverse mine when it came to blasting practices within the mine
itself. Most shots were either on a 16’x16’ or 18’x18’ pattern with holes drilled to a
depth around 30’. The use of ANFO or emulsion varied from shot to shot and either is
used, or a blend, based on the discretion of the blaster. The blasting logs examined were
very thorough with details how each shot was laid out, loaded, and timed. All shots are
initiated using nonel caps and the point of initiation varies from shot to shot and is based
on the blaster’s discretion. The timing for each shot is more consistent with 100ms rowto-row and 42ms hole-to-hole towards the slope with 17ms away from the slope. A
typical pattern and timing sequence is shown in Figure 3.13. Most of the shots examined
contained decked holes with all decks being shot on the same delay. Powder factors
ranged from as low as 0.88 to as high as 1.46 lb/yd3 for the shots being analyzed and
again depended on the blaster in charge of the shot.
The prevalent overburden material is sandstone with a large presence of mud seams.
These geological conditions are shown in Figure 3.14. The drillers do not always use
drill flags, but will communicate with the blaster if there are any abnormalities that they
encounter. The drillers do have a tendency to drill the pattern slightly tighter than what
was laid out. Bench preparation on site had been very poor.

Copyright © Brett Christopher Jackson 2015
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Figure 3.13: Typical pattern and timing sequence for Mine 6
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Figure 3.14: Typical geologic conditions at Mine 6
3.8 Mine 7
Mine 7 by far was the most proactive when it came to improving control blasting
practices, and thus its practices were used as the framework in the development of the
proposed plans. This proactive approach was endorsed by both the mine management
and the blasting contractor on site. An example of this is a five page document that was
created jointly by the mine management and the blasting contractor which presented
guidelines for improving drilling practices by clearly informing the drillers of their
responsibilities. As a result, drilling accuracy, holes drilled with the correct distance
between them, has increased from below 50% to around 80% since, and the goal set is to
have drilling accuracy reach 85%. This document is shown in Appendix A. Similar
documents are intended to be created for other mine personnel that can have an impact on
blasting operations such as shovel and dozer operators.
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Drill patterns ranged from 14’x14’ to 18’x18’ and were based on the depth the holes were
going to be drilled to rather than just using a constant pattern as was the case at the other
mines. Presplits holes are spaced 10’ to 14’ apart and is based on the function the
resulting highwall will serve. Shots are initiated using nonel caps. Timing is consistent
with the shot being initiated halfway back from the slope with 100ms row-to-row and
42ms hole-to-hole towards the slope and 17ms hole-to-hole away from the slope. Decks
are used and are all shot on the same delay. A typical pattern and timing sequence is
shown in Figure 3.15. Straight ANFO is used in the outside row of holes and a blend is
used on the rest. Overall powder factors range widely from as low as 0.285 lb/yd3 to as
high as 1.611 lb/yd3 but are based on what is deemed necessary by the blaster for each
individual shot.

Figure 3.15: Typical pattern and timing sequence at Mine 7
The biggest concern at Mine 7 was the quality of the highwalls. This issue is largely
blamed on constantly changing orientation of the hill seams, fractures in the rock usually
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caused by streams during rainfall over time. An example of this issue is shown in Figure
3.16. Hot holes are also a common problem encountered. The blasters report that
communication with the drillers is good and the drilling accuracy has been a large
improvement. Bench preparation however is either really good or very poor with no real
middle ground.

Figure 3.16: Geological conditions at Mine 7
Drilling accuracy at Mine 7 is determined through auditing what is drilled and comparing
it to what was originally planned. To do this, the planned drill pattern must first be laid
out using GPS surveying equipment.

It was advised by mine management that a

permanent base station be set up to achieve the greatest accuracy when measuring. After
the shot is drilled, each hole should then be marked again using GPS and then compared
to the original drill pattern plan. An example of a drill audit conducted at Mine 7 is
shown in Figure 3.17.
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Figure 3.17: Example of drilling audit at Mine 7

Each measurement between holes is checked and compared to what it was supposed to
be. Up to a ± 0.5’ variance is considered acceptable. Any measurement outside of this
acceptable range is circled, as shown in the example, and totaled up. The number of total
measurements taken is also totaled. Accuracy is then determined by use of the following
formula:
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 # 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 − # 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
100 �
� = 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 # 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

In the case of the example, 368 measurements were taken with 176 that were not in an
acceptable range. This yielded an accuracy of 52.17% which is not acceptable. Drilling
accuracy is expected to be at least 85% accurate on basic square or rectangular dill
patterns.
3.9 Comparison
To be able to measure whether the proposed plan is successful or not, it is important to
know what will be examined and compared between the current practices and the
recommended practices.

In the past, it has been difficult to really measure blast

performance because no real metrics were set in place. The concept of an “optimal” blast
has been loosely defined and many times in terms of some specific problems that are
encountered within the field (Smith, Hautala, 1991). So for this study, metrics on which
to compare blasting practices have been determined so that objective results can be
viewed and analyzed.
The first thing to look at is the drilling accuracy. The drilling occurs before anything else
and can set up a blast for failure or success before the blaster ever makes it to the bench.
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If drilling accuracy is improving, the results of the blast are likely also improving. The
next thing to look at is the overall result of the blast. Are the desired results being
achieved and satisfactory for all parties?

If the results are not satisfactory, then

improvements can be made and can be done through implementation of solid blasting
plan. Going along with the blast results is the fragmentation of the blast. For the most
part, a muck pile can be visually inspected and it will be known if good fragmentation
has been achieved or not, especially when two muck piles are compared side by side. In
cases when it is not apparent, there is software available that can analyze a photograph of
the muck pile and provide size distribution and an average particle size. Fragmentation
can also be examined based on bucket and truck fill factors. Each piece of equipment has
a maximum capacity that should be the goal to reach each time for maximum efficiency.
Also to be examined are cases of misfires and flyrock. Both are accidents that need to be
avoided at all cost for how dangerous they can be. Misfires and flyrock cases with both
negatively affect the blasting at a mine as well. Both are costly endeavors to deal with,
and often result in lost time for the operation which inhibits production. A solid blasting
plan that can offer the lowest possible risk for misfires or flyrock incidents should be
implemented.
The last part to look at is the costs at each operation. This goes beyond just the drill and
blast cost as the blasting will affect every other cost down the line of production. The
goal is to minimize the total cost of production. Some of the other costs to be examined
are the excavation, hauling, processing, grading, and revegetation costs. All of these
costs will increase if the blast results are poor, and will decrease if the blast results are
good.
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Chapter 4: Proposed Plan
The plan proposed is a comprehensive plan that sets forth the procedures for how control
blasting practices should be carried out. This plan is shown from pages 36-64 of this
chapter. The general guidelines are set and specific in what is expected. It starts with
shot layouts and presplits, driller’s responsibilities of kicking back, flagging, and coning
holes, drill accuracy audits, shot boundaries and finally bench preparation. After this,
each item is explained in detail for how each task should be completed so that the reader
should be able to carry out these procedures. It explains why each item is important so
that everyone understands how their role is important and how what they do impacts
blasting practices. From the initial data gathered from the first round of visits, it was
made clear that a large concern was that the various mine workers may not completely
understand how their roles impact blasting operations. The way the proposed plan is
explained, works to eliminate that issue by letting all the different workers know their job
is important and allowing them to take even more pride in their work.
The plan also takes into account the need to have a safe and effective blast. It ensures
that the risk of an accident is taken to an absolute minimum to keep the workers and the
public safe.

It also will produce more effective blasting, promoting a better

fragmentation as opposed to not following the plan. The drill pattern is adjusted based on
the depth the holes are drilled to. This adjustment allows the blaster to achieve a
desirable powder factor for the shot. It also limits the size of the shot to ensure safety.
Presplits are done in such a manner to ensure a stable highwall is formed to prevent any
highwall failures that could result in an accident. The largest part of the plan is the role
the drillers play.

From ensuring the shot is drilled accurately to kicking back and
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flagging holes. Making sure the shot is drilled accurately is only part of the battle. The
rest is ensuring that any irregularities encountered are relayed to the blaster so that the
shot loading can be adjusted accordingly. Lastly, it goes into why adequate bench
preparation is important to blasting.

The dozer operators need to get the bench

completely cleared off to help the drillers know where to begin drilling and give the
blasting crew a safe place to work on. Management should carefully monitor the blast
results to ensure the plan is producing the best effectiveness possible and make any
adjustments as necessary.
The tables, figures and sections in this chapter do not follow the same format as the rest.
This is because pages 36-64 are the exact document that was distributed to mine workers
and management to be tested and no changes were made so it can be viewed in the form
in which it was issued.

Copyright © Brett Christopher Jackson 2015
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Procedures for Control Blasting
Drilling and blasting is an integral part of the mining cycle.

Proper planning and

execution of the drill and blast cycle is vital to effective and safe blasting.

Although

these standards are not able to anticipate the unique ground conditions of each shot, they
outline the considerations that should be taken in order to achieve a successful blast.
They will also provide some uniformity to blasting practices so that issues can be more
readily identified and corrected given that no matter who is working on the blasting
bench, the general parameters of the shot will be very similar. The importance of correct
and accurate drill patterns, hole locations, and shot size is illustrated in this manual to be
able to blast safely while also reducing overall operating costs.
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1. General Guidelines
The following items are general guidelines for effective drilling and blasting of control
shots. These guidelines are discussed in more detail in the following sections.

 Shot Design and Layout

7 7/8” Drill Bit
Control Shots
Depth
Pattern
0 – 15’
14 X 14
16 – 25’
16 X 16
25’+
18 X 18
•
•
•
•

First row to be 8’ from crest or edge on natural slopes
First row to be 12’ from crest or edge on old highwalls, natural rock cliffs, and
weathered outslopes, unless approved by management
No longer than 15 holes long
Depth of shot will be determined by management

 PreLines/PreSplits
PreLine/PreSplit
Function
Spacing
Highwall Miner
10’
First Cut Contour
12’
Other PreLine
14’
•
•

Row against preline will be spaced 8’ away for 7 7/8” diameter holes
Prelines must be properly decked

 Backfilling

Backfill
Depth
0 – 6’
7 – 30’
30 – 60’
61’+
•
•

Amount
1’
2’
3’
4’

Drillers will touch coal every 4th hole
Drillers kick back holes
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 Flagging
Flag Info
Pattern and Depth
If coal is touched
How much fill and crack
location
Date and driller initials
•

All holes will be flagged

 Drill Accuracy Auditing
•

Expected pattern accuracy 85% calculated with following formula given ± 0.5’:

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 # 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 − # 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
100 �
� = 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 # 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

•

Spot check depth every 5th hole

 Coning Holes
•

Holes over 30’ will be coned

 Shot Boundary Marking
•

Mark the walls at the end of the shot

 Bench Preparation
•

No drilling will be performed until bench and road prep has been satisfactorily
completed including removal of mud, rocks and berms

 Management’s Role
•

All patterns are subject to change by management
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2. Shot Design and Layout
It is important that the drill bit size for control shots not be too large. The larger the
diameter, the more difficult it becomes to have the desired control of the shot. Given
current methods, the diameter should not exceed 7 7/8” on control blasts. This will allow
for a desirable powder factor to be achieved while keeping the hole spacing to a smaller
distance, allowing for better control of a smaller shot. Likewise, it is also imperative that
the pattern be adjusted based on the depth of drilling. The deeper the hole depth, the
greater the hole spacing should be. Again, this allows for the desired powder factor to be
reached much more easily regardless of the depth of the hole. If the spacing is not
adjusted for, achieving a reasonable powder factor becomes much more difficult. A
pattern that is too tight will require more stemming between decks in each hole to limit
the amount of powder put in to prevent an excessive powder factor. This may result in
poor fragmentation performance. How the depth of hole and the pattern spacing affects
powder factor is illustrated in Table 1.
The product being used also plays a vital role in achieving a desirable powder factor.
ANFO has a low density around 0.8 g/cc while a 40/60 blend has a high density near 1.34
g/cc. This variance will allow the blaster to make decisions on which product to use
based on the pattern being used, or the other way around, to adjust the pattern based on
product availability. This effect on powder factor is also shown in Table 1.
Pattern
40/60 Blend
ANFO
3
14’X14’ @15’
1.299 lb/yd
0.776 lb/yd3
16’X16’ @15’
0.788 lb/yd3
0.478 lb/yd3
3
16’X16’ @25’
1.654 lb/yd
1.004 lb/yd3
18’X18’ @25’
1.167 lb/yd3
0.708 lb/yd3
Table 1: Pattern and Product Effects on Powder Factor
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Calculations for these powder factors were done using a 7 7/8” bit, and using the
minimum amount of stemming as dictated by the rule of thumb 0.7 to 1.4 times the
burden. The density used for the products were 1.34 g/cc for the 40/60 blend and 0.8 g/cc
for ANFO. The 15’ and 25’ hole depths were chosen because those are the range limits
at which the drill pattern is supposed to be changed as displayed in the general guidelines.
A wide range of powder factors can be achieved simply by varying either the drill pattern
or the density of the explosives.
The distance between the first row of holes and the crest of the slope is extremely
important. This is what dictates how the first row is loaded. Sufficient burden is needed
to be able to reach an ideal powder factor. The common misconception is that to avoid
problems of excessive toe, the holes need to be drilled as close to the crest as possible.
When the holes are drilled too closely to the slope, the reaction is to load much lighter to
avoid sending material down the slope. This causes poor fragmentation as there is a very
low powder factor being used and the excessive toe problem is not solved at all because
the holes were drilled too close to the crest and were not able to be loaded normally. By
moving the first row further away from the crest, the holes can be loaded as a normal hole
while achieving the desired fragmentation without fear of sending material off the permit.
If toe is still an issue or concern, the bottom of the hole can be loaded heavier with more
explosives in bigger decks towards the bottom, provided that the rock at the bottom is
competent. This will achieve better fragmentation at the bottom while reducing the risk of
flyrock from the top.
Shots should not be more than 15 holes long, parallel to the crest. It is easier to keep
track of everything of importance for a smaller shot simply because there are fewer holes
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in the shot. The shot covers a smaller area, meaning less cracks, joints, and other
anomalies to deal with at one time. This is important because there are more factors that
need to be taken into account with a control shot as opposed to a production blast. It is
also important for the shot to have the ability to move. Too big of a shot will cause the
material to “pile up” and the excess volume due to swelling needs to go somewhere,
likely off the permit.
Also as important as the length of the shot, is the depth.

Mine management will

determine drilling depth for a safe blast. On control shots that are being drilled to coal,
drillers should be touching coal at least every 4th hole. This ensures that the natural
parting seam is utilized and the coal pit will be easily accessed once the overburden is
removed.

3. PreLines/PreSplits
Preline spacing is dependent on what function the highwall is going to serve in the future.
A tighter spacing on prelines will provide better overall stability to the highwall. If there
are going to be workers operating a highwall miner underneath the highwall, the greatest
stability is desired.
The rule of thumb for distance between a production hole and the preline is 1 foot per
inch of production hole diameter. Therefore, for a 7 7/8” inch production hole there
should be 8 ft. from the back row to the preline. This ensures that the shot will break to
the preline to leave a quality highwall and not have excessive back break.

If the

highwalls being created are not of sufficient quality, the rule of thumb for preline spacing
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can be implemented and adjusted until quality highwalls are being produced. Rule of
thumb for preline spacing is 10 x hole diameter of the preline.
Also, prelines need to have the charges properly decked to ensure a consistent break from
top to bottom. No more than 30 ft. should be between charges. The total weight of
explosives is determined by:
𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 (𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓) × 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷ℎ (𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓) × 0.1 (𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠) 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 0.8 (𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎)

For example, for a preline in sandstone with 10’ spacing and 90’ depth, the holes should
be loaded with 90 total pounds. There should be 30 lbs at the bottom, 30 lbs at 30 ft. and
30 lbs at 60 ft.

4. Backfilling
Backfilling, or kicking back some of the drill cutting before loading the holes, is
important to keep coal recovery as high as possible.

Shooting the coal makes it

unrecoverable which hurts profitability. So backfilling is required when coal is touched
in order to protect the coal seam from the shot. The amount of backfill is determined by
the depth of the hole because, during drilling, the deeper the hole, the longer it takes the
cuttings to reach the surface to let the driller know they have touched the coal. The
amount of backfill required is shown in Table 2.

Backfill
Depth
Amount
0 – 6’
1’
7 – 30’
2’
30 – 60’
3’
61’+
4’
Table 2: Backfill Amounts
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Drillers should be the ones to kick back the holes that touch coal. This way, any
confusion over which holes need to be kicked back can be avoided. It is better to just get
it taken care of right away rather than waiting and having a potential problem as a result
of a miscommunication.

5. Flagging
Drill flag information is often an overlooked resource that can ultimately have a huge
effect on shot performance. The blaster is not the one drilling the holes. Therefore, it is
of the utmost importance that the driller makes sure the blaster knows everything about
the drilling to ensure he makes good decisions on how to shoot. The blaster is not going
to be able to detect every anomaly upon visual inspection. Mud seams, cracks, voids, and
anything else unusual encountered during drilling needs to be passed along to the blaster
as it should affect how he loads and times the shot.

Not knowing this important

information will lead to poor shot performance including flyrock and poor fragmentation.
The absence of a flag should not be used to signal a good hole. Communication between
the driller and blaster should not be limited to flagging. Verbal communication is also
important, especially when an unusual situation is encountered as well as complete and
accurate drill logs being kept.

6. Drill Accuracy Auditing
Drill patterns will be audited as often as possible by the blasting contractor and results of
each audit will be given to the mine. Accurate drilling is essential to a successful blast.
The blaster needs to be able to have confidence that the pattern has been drilled the way it
was expected to be drilled. Holes too far apart will have poorer fragmentation and holes
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too close together will have an excessive powder factor and increase the chance of
flyrock or material cast over the permit boundary. To complete these audits, the original
drill pattern must first be laid out using GPS surveying equipment. It is advised to set up
a permanent base station somewhere on site to gain the greatest accuracy when
measuring. After the shot is drilled, each hole should then be marked via GPS and then
compared to the original drill pattern plan. An example of a drill audit is shown in Figure
1.
Each measurement between holes is compared to the original drill pattern and analyzed
for accuracy within a ± 0.5 ft. variance. Any measurement beyond this variance is
circled, as shown in the example, and totaled up. The number of total measurements
taken is also totaled. Using the given formula, the accuracy in the drilling can then be
calculated. Drilling accuracy is expected to be at least 85% accurate on basic square or
rectangular drill patterns. If this level of accuracy is not met, disciplinary actions will be
taken as deemed necessary by mine management to ensure compliance.
There will be cases when the edges of the shot will not be perfectly flat, there is limited
width for the shot, and/or the shot is going through a sharp bend, etc. In these cases, the
drilling accuracy will still be audited. However, it is understood that some holes will need
to be spotted and may not fit perfectly in a pattern.
In a case where there is plenty of bench width and the crest of the slope is on a curve,
drilling accuracy is most important for the first three rows off the slope and the last two
rows against the preline. Anything left in the middle of the shot can be spotted to the best
of the driller’s ability. An example of this is shown in Figure 2.
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In cases where the crest of the slope is on a curve and the bench is very narrow, drilling
accuracy is most important for the two rows against the preline. It is acceptable to
stagger the remaining holes in the pattern to ensure sufficient burden. Examples of this
are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4.
In the instance that the bench takes a sharp bend while following the contour, maintain
burden and spacing between rows while drilling straight to a point near the crest of the
bend. When the edge of the bend is reached, the holes on the outside of the bend near the
crest should be spotted. Additionally, a few holes on the inside of the curve against the
preline should be spotted to help set up for the next shot around the curve. An example
of this is shown in Figure 5.
Along with checking the accuracy of each hole location, auditing the depth is also very
important, especially when not drilling down to the coal. Therefore, every 5th hole should
have the depth checked to ensure consistency in drilling depth. The depth reported on the
flag should be ± 0.5’ from the actual depth measured.
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Figure 1: Example of drilling accuracy audit diagram
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Figure 2: Example of blasting on a curve with plenty of bench width
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Figure 3: Example of blasting on an inside curve when bench is narrow
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Figure 4: Example of blasting on an outside curve when bench is narrow
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Figure 5: Example of drilling through a sharp bend

7. Coning Holes
If the hole depth is over 30’ the hole needs to be coned to prevent drill cutting from
falling back in. The deeper the hole, the larger the mound of drill cuttings and the more
likely they are to fall back in. If several feet are filled by the cuttings, the explosives
cannot reach the bottom of the hole.

After it is shot, there will be very poor

fragmentation at the base of the muck pile and will either require boulder shots or leave a
very poor bench quality for the next shot.

8. Shot Boundary Marking
The rock wall or highwall needs to be marked to show the location of the end of the shot.
If a natural rock wall or a highwall does not border the shot, then an alternate method,
such as cones or visible stakes, to indicate the edge of the shot should be utilized. The
importance of this is illustrated in Figure 6. This will help avoid any confusion as to
where the current shot ends and the next one should begin. This will allow for the drillers
to know where to begin drilling as well as to the shovel operators as to where they should
stop digging if they catch up to the next bench. Not knowing where that wall is will
waste time, money, and could be extremely unsafe. Drilling into material that has
already been shot wastes time that could be spent drilling into the solid rock and this
consequently increases the cost of drilling. Even when drilling into solid rock, there is no
way to definitely know if it is being drilled with the proper burden unless the muck pile
from the previous shot has been completely cleared out first. Insufficient burden leads to
flyrock.
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Figure 6: Example of marking shot boundaries importance

9. Bench Preparation
No drilling is to be started until the bench and ramp preparations have been adequately
completed. Initially this should be approved by the foreman, but as time moves forward,
the responsibility should be able to naturally shift to the drillers. The drillers are going to
be the first ones on the bench and should be able to note if the bench has been prepared
adequately enough to begin drilling. If the bench is not yet suitable for drilling, the dozer
operator will be notified that bench preparation has not been completed and needs to be
immediately. It is important for both the drillers and the blasters to have a good quality
bench to work on. The bench should be cleared to solid rock. If muck from the previous
shot is on top of the solid rock, it is difficult to know where the bench should begin. This
could cause drillers to not be able to drill with adequate burden because they are guessing
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how far into the next shot they are. Marking the wall will help, but being able to see
solid rock definitively shows where the bench should begin.

10. Management’s Role
Management will have the final say. If it is deemed necessary to make any changes to
the drill patterns, drill and blasting procedures, bench requirements, etc., management
will do so and make sure everyone is aware that changes are being made. If there are any
questions on how something should be done or problems are encountered, please consult
management in order to promote safe and effective blasting.
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Cheat Sheet

7 7/8” Drill Bit

Backfill

Control Shots
Depth
Pattern
0 – 15’
14 X 14
16 – 25’
16 X 16
25’+
18 X 18

Depth
0 – 6’
7 – 30’
30 – 60’
61’+

Flag Info
Pattern and Depth
If coal is touched
How much fill and crack location
Date and driller initials

PreLine
Function
Spacing
Highwall Miner
10’
First Cut Contour
12’
Other PreLine
14’

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Amount
1’
2’
3’
4’

First row to be 8’ from crest or edge on natural slopes
12’ on old highwalls, natural rock cliffs, and weathered outslopes, unless
approved by management
No longer than 15 holes long
Depth of shot will be determined by management
Drillers will touch coal every 4th hole
Drillers kick back holes
Row against preline will be spaced 8’ away for 7 7/8” diameter holes
Prelines must be properly decked
Expected pattern accuracy 85% calculated with following formula given ± 0.5’:

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 # 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 − # 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
100 �
� = 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 # 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

•
•
•
•
•
•

Spot check depth every 5th hole
All holes will be flagged
Holes over 30’ will be coned
Mark the walls at the end of the shot
No drilling will be performed until bench and road prep has been satisfactorily
completed including removal of mud, rocks and berms
All patterns are subject to change by management
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Chapter 5: Expected Results
5.1 Overview
It is expected that following the procedures as outlined by the blast plan will yield an
overall positive result on the control blasting operations. The comparisons will be made
as prescribed in the previous chapter in several different areas to examine the overall
performance.

It can then be determined whether or not the proposed blast plan is

beneficial through examination of the bigger picture.
5.2 Fragmentation
First and foremost, it is expected that by following the blast plan, better fragmentation
will be achieved in many cases, if geology allows. The rock should be able to be broken
more effectively and efficiently by adjusting the blast hole burden and spacing based on
the depth the holes are drilled to. This will allow the blaster to shoot within the range of
a desirable powder factor to maximize breakage. Figure 4.1 illustrates the fragmentation
differences side by side between two shots that utilized two different patterns. This
testing was done as a part of a truck scale study conducted by the University of Kentucky
Explosives Research Team (UKERT) at a surface coal mine in West Virginia. An
optimized blast pattern was compared to a pattern that was used by the mine.

Copyright © Brett Christopher Jackson 2015
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Figure 5.1: Side by side fragmentation comparison for optimized patterns
Upon examining Figure 4.1, it is seen that the 26’x26’ patterned yielded a larger average
fragment size when compared to the 22’x22’ pattern. This is because there was a larger
distance between each hole, but the hole diameter on both shots was the same. Each hole
in the 26’x26’ shot was responsible for breaking more rock without getting any extra
energy, in the form of explosives, to do so. Thusly, as would be expected, following a
blast plan that uses an appropriate drill pattern will yield a better fragmented muck pile
resulting from the blast.
5.3 Drill and Blast Cost
By suggesting that the pattern should be tighter in some cases means that there is going to
be more drilling required because there are more holes to drill. This also means that there
are more holes to load which means more blasting detonators, boosters, and bulk
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explosives to use. So it is expected to see the cost of drilling and blasting rise. In the
case of the study conducted by UKERT, the powder factor rose from 1.67 lb/yd3 to 2.33
lb/yd3 which increased the drill and blast cost from $0.46/yd3 to $0.65/yd3 or an increase
of $0.19/yd3. Table 4.1 tabulates these comparisons.
Table 5.1: Drill and blast cost comparison of standard vs. optimized pattern
Drill and Blast Cost Comparison
22’x22’
26’x26’
3
Powder Factor
2.33 lb/yd
1.67 lb/yd3
Drill Cost (approx.)
$2.00/ft
$2.00/ft
3
Labor Cost (approx.)
$0.05/yd
$0.03/yd3
Drill and Blast Cost
$0.65/yd3
$0.46/yd3

This increase in drilling and blasting cost will have a positive effect on subsequent costs
of production and should be viewed as an investment for a higher return later on rather
than an extra cost.
5.4 Excavation and Haulage
The benefits of the optimized blasting will be first noticed during excavation and haulage.
Better fragmented material means that it is easier for the shovel to dig in the muck pile,
while also getting more material in the shovel on each pass. This will also mean a higher
payload for the haul trucks and getting them closer to their capacity as well, and possibly
in some cases with less passes needed by the shovel. It also means the total number of
truck loads to haul the blasted material away will decrease, which is cost saving as well.
The UKERT study also analyzed the excavation and haulage for the cost per yard and
also the other pertinent comparisons. These comparisons are shown in Table 4.2. The
shovel was a P&H 4100XPB with a 72 yd3 bucket capacity and the haul trucks were
Komatsu 930E with a payload rating of 310 tons.
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Table 5.2: Load and haul comparison of standard vs optimized pattern
Load and Haul Comparison
26’x26’
22’x22’
Average Dump Time (min)
0.071
0.053
Average Swing Empty Time (min)
0.185
0.179
Average Load Time (min)
0.244
0.218
Average Swing Loaded Time (min)
0.138
0.121
Average Loader Cycle Time (min)
0.637
0.571
Average Bucket Payload (tons)
93.5
100.2
Average Bucket Fill Factor (%)
82%
95%
Average Passes per Truck
3
3
Average Truck Payload (tons)
280.6
300.6
Truck Fill Factor (%)
90.52%
97.00%
Average Truck Load Time (min)
1.35
1.19

As it was expected, the tighter pattern allowed the equipment to operate closer to their
maximum efficiency. It was calculated that the 26’x26’ pattern cost an approximate
$1.26/yd3 to load an haul, while the 22’x22’ pattern only cost an approximate $0.97/yd3
for a savings of $0.29/yd3. There was a 13% increase for the fill factors of both the
shovel and the truck load. This lead to an extra 20 tons being hauled away by each truck,
which means it would take less trips to haul the shot away with everything operating at a
higher efficiency.
5.5 Reclamation
Benefits of optimized blasting practices will even be noticed in the reclamation
operations. Dealing with a better fragmented material will make grading less costly
endeavor. There will be little to no oversized material to deal with and the dozers should
be able to handle all the material with no issues. This also means less wear and tear on
the dozers, so there will be a lower maintenance cost along with the time saved not
needing to deal with boulders. All of this however is very difficult to accurately quantify.
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Another benefit will be seen with revegetation. It was found that better fragmented
material allows for better root penetration and growth for the plants and trees considered
ideal for revegetation purposes (Danell, 1994). With things set up for ideal growth, once
everything is planted, it can be left on its own and nature can handle the rest. There will
be less labor to ensure that everything planted will take to the soil and grow. The
reclamation crews can move much more quickly to the next area and again save more
time and money.
5.6 Profitability
No matter what business is being examined, it all comes down to how profitable it can be.
In the case of Appalachian coal mines, it is how much it costs to get the coal that is going
to be sold out of the ground and how quickly it can be mined. An optimized blasting plan
will bring with it improvements to both areas. By decreasing the cost to remove the
overburden material, the savings go into an increased profit per ton of coal sold. As
previously mentioned, to optimize blasting practices, an increase in drill and blast costs
will be noticed. The benefits of a little extra spending up front are noticed here though.
With the increase in drill and blast costs, comes a bigger decrease in the excavation cost.
A big enough difference in the case of the UKERT study, it cost $29.24 per ton of coal
with the standard blast pattern, and a cost of $27.42 per ton of coal for the optimized
pattern. This is a savings of $1.83 per ton of coal mined. Expand that out over millions
of tons of coal, and savings in the millions of dollars will be realized.
The other area that sees a large benefit is productivity. The overburden is able to be
removed more quickly allowing the coal to be accessed at a faster rate. Again in the case
of the UKERT study, the standard pattern saw 3,633 cubic yards being removed per hour
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as compared to 4,715 cubic yards seen by the optimized pattern. That is an increase of
1,082 cubic yards per hour of overburden removal. With a stripping ratio of 17:1, as seen
in the study, an extra 509.18 tons of coal per eight hour shift could be mined. This in
itself is another huge money saver, even without the increased profit per ton of coal. If
the production targets can be met in fewer shifts, operating time can be reduced. This
could be seen in less overtime hours worked, less or no weekend operations, and an
increase in time to perform maintenance and repairs on equipment without taking them
out of production. No matter what though, and increase in productivity will yield a better
profit margin for the company.

Copyright © Brett Christopher Jackson 2015
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Chapter 6: Discussion
In order to adequately measure the effectiveness of the proposed plan, two of the seven
mines visited were chosen to do a closer comparison. Mine 4 was chosen because it was
the furthest from the proposed plan, and Mine 7 was chosen because its current
operations were used as the framework for the proposed plan and thus was operating very
close to what has been proposed. First, a Kuz-Ram fragmentation model was run for
each site using blasting parameters that were obtained from each site. Then a study was
conducted at each site that analyzed shot loading and hauling. Finally, the mine manager
at Mine 7 was interviewed to discuss certain aspects of the blasting plan that may not be
possible to directly quantify.
6.1 Kuz-Ram
The Kuz-Ram model is used to predict rock fragmentation resulting from a blast. All the
blast parameters are entered and a predicted fragmentation model is output. Some of the
parameters to be entered are the properties of the rock, explosives properties such as
density, velocity of detonation, and powder factor, and also entered are the properties of
the drill pattern, such as hole diameter, burden and spacing, hole depth, and charge
length. The same data was entered for the sandstone overburden present at each mine as
the areas being examined at each mine were of very similar geologic conditions. The
Kuz-Ram model is then a series of three equations used to then obtain a size distribution.
The first equation, 6.1, is the adapted Kuznetsov equation

𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚 = 𝐴𝐴𝐾𝐾

−0.8

𝑄𝑄

1/6
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115 19/20
�
�
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅

(6.1)

where xm is the mean particle size in cm, A is the rock factor varying between 0.8 and 22
depending on hardness and structure of the rock, K is the powder factor in kg/m3, Q is the
mass of explosive in the hole, and RWS is the weight of explosive relative to ANFO.
The second equation, 6.2, is the adapted Rosin-Rammler equation
𝑥𝑥 𝑛𝑛
𝑅𝑅𝑥𝑥 = 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �−0.693 � � �
𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚

(6.2)

where Rx is the mass fraction retained on screen opening x and n is the uniformity index,
usually between 0.7 and 2. The final equation, 6.3, is the uniformity equation
0.1
14𝐵𝐵 1 + 𝑆𝑆/𝐵𝐵
𝑊𝑊
𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 − 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
𝐿𝐿
�
𝑛𝑛 = �2.2 −
�
�1 − � �𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 �
� + 0.1�
𝑑𝑑
2
𝐵𝐵
𝐿𝐿
𝐻𝐻

(6.3)

where B is the burden in m, S is the spacing in m, d is the hole diameter in mm, W is the
standard deviation of drilling precision in m, L is the charge length in m, BCL is the
bottom charge length in m, CCL is the column charge length in m, and H is the bench
height in m.
At Mine 4, the shot analyzed used 50% ANFO for a specific gravity of 1.33. A drill bit
size of 7 7/8” was used with burden and spacing of 21’ with a bench height of 30’ and a
charge length of 18’. This yielded a powder factor of 1.032 lb/yd3. The size distribution
curve and table are shown in Figure 6.1.
The same was done for a shot at Mine 7. The shot analyzed used 60% ANFO for a
specific gravity of 1.34. A drill bit size of 7 7/8” was used with a burden and spacing of
14’ with a bench height of 15’ and a charge length of 7’. This yielded a powder factor of
1.824 lb/yd3. The size distribution curve and table are shown in Figure 6.2.
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To get an even more accurate comparison, a Kuz-Ram model was run on a simulated
blast at Mine 4. A follow up visit revealed that at Mine 4, everything is drilled on a
22’x22’ pattern, no matter what depth is being drilled to. This is the complete opposite of
what occurs at Mine 7, where the drill pattern is adjusted based on the depth that is being
drilled to. So in the simulated blast at Mine 4, 50% ANFO for a specific gravity of 1.33
was still used along with a 7 7/8” drill bit. A burden and spacing of 22’ with a bench
height of 15’ and charge length of 7’ was entered. This yielded a powder factor of 0.725
lb/yd3 for the simulated shot. The resulting size distribution and table are shown in
Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.1: Mine 4 Kuz-Ram distribution curve and table
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Figure 6.2: Mine 7 Kuz-Ram distribution curve and table
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Figure 6.3: Simulated Mine 4 Kuz-Ram distribution curve
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As is suggested by the Kuz-Ram model, Mine 7 would achieve a much more desirable
size distribution of the shot material in both cases. This would suggest that Mine 7 has a
better fragmented material in which to work with. The comparisons made were of the
50% passing size (d50), 80% passing size (d80), 90% passing size (d90) and the amount
of material over 3.6’ in diameter. The trend was also extrapolated out to find the
maximum particle size predicted. These results are tabulated below in Table 6.1.

d50
d80
d90
+3.6 ft diameter
Max particle size

Table 6.1: Kuz-Ram results comparison
Kuz-Ram Comparison
Mine 4
Mine 7
0.886 ft
0.394 ft
1.969 ft
0.984 ft
2.789 ft
1.476 ft
4.5%
0.7%
8.531 ft
5.906 ft

Simulated Mine 4
0.984 ft
2.789 ft
4.400 ft
13.7%
19.194 ft

These results suggest that Mine 7 is going to have a much easier time handling the
blasted material to haul away, especially in the case of a shot with a bench height of 15’.
There will be a better fill factor in each of the trucks, and there will likely be no oversize
material to handle. It would also be predicted that Mine 4 will have longer loading cycle
times based on the larger fragment sizes it has to deal with (Nielsen, 1987).

An increase

in this cycle time means a higher excavation cost per cubic yard as well as a load and
haul cycle not near maximum efficiency. Mine 4 will also most likely have the need for
secondary blasting to handle some of the large boulders that will likely be left behind in
the case of the simulated blast which will be an added cost to blasting and also cost more
time that could be spent on production.
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6.2 Loader Time Study
To test this prediction, a time study was done of a 993K model loader at each mine site.
Each loader had a bucket capacity of 17 yd3 and each was working with three haul trucks
with a short haul distance. Each truck at both sites took five passes to fill before it hauled
the material away. The time it took from the first bucket dump to when the truck was
given the signal to pull away was measured. The loader operating at Mine 4 is shown in
Figure 6.4 and the loader operating at Mine 7 is shown in Figure 6.5.

Figure 6.4: Loader operating at Mine 4
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Figure 6.5: Loader operating at Mine 7
Several noteworthy items were also noticed and documented during the time study. At
Mine 4, the loader appeared to struggle with the material each time it went to fill its
bucket in the muck pile. The loader at Mine 7 appeared to have a much easier and fluid
motion with each scoop it took. As can be seen in Figure 6.4, the blasted material at
Mine 7 appeared to be much more uniform, as was predicted by the Kuz-Ram model. At
Mine 4, as can be seen in Figure 6.3, the material appeared to be either very fine, or very
coarse. This difference was also noticed in the amount of material that was in each
bucket. At Mine 7, the bucket on almost every pass appeared to almost be overflowing
with material. This is shown in Figure 6.6 and suggests that a much better bucket fill
factor is being achieved at Mine 7.
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Figure 6.6: Full loader bucket at Mine 7
The time study was able to show the loader cycle times at each site, but also allowed for
the cost per cubic yard of material to be excavated to be determined. The cost to operate
the 993K loader was estimated to be $295 per hour along with three 777D operating at
$165 per hour each. This number was used for both sites to keep the comparison even.
With the operating cost known, the amount of material that can be moved in an hour must
be found. Once this is determined, a cost per cubic yard of material moved can be
obtained and compared.
6.3 Total Cost
In order to get an accurate prediction on total cost, the cost to drill and blast must also be
obtained. To do this, two shots were simulated to determine the cost per cubic yard that
each would produce. Both shots were analyzed for a 20,000 yd3 shot with a bench height
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of 30’. Bulk product, blasting cap, booster, and drill cost per foot were kept the same for
a fair analysis. Each item is tabulated in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2: Drill and blast cost comparison per cubic yard
Drill and Blast Cost Comparison
Pattern
18’x18’
22’x22
Hole Diameter
7 7/8”
7 7/8”
Drill Cost/ft
$2.00
$2.00
Depth
30 ft
30 ft
Stemming
12 ft
10 ft
Lbs/Hole
486.5 lb
540.6 lb
Bank Cubic Yards/Hole
360 yd3
538 yd3
3
Powder Factor
1.35 lb/yd
1.01 lb/yd3
Lab & Equipment Cost/Hole
$16.20
$16.20
Bulk Product Cost/Hole
$98.28
$109.20
Cap & Booster Cost/Hole
$16.17
$16.17
Drill Cost/Hole
$60.00
$60.00
Drill & Blast Cost/Hole
$190.65
$201.57
Holes Needed
56
37
3
Drill & Blast Cost/yd
$0.530
$0.375

The comparison shows that using an 18’x18’ pattern, at Mine 7, and with an extra two
feet of stemming for powder factor considerations, will cost an extra $0.155/yd3 of
material. To complete the total cost comparison, the cost of excavation and hauling
needs to be determined. With the cost to operate the equipment known, the amount of
moved per hour is all that needs to be calculated. The capacity of a CAT 777D is 75 yd3
however industry standards are to decrease this value by 10% (Crist, 2015). This puts the
capacity used by the mine at 67.5 yd3 per truck. It is then important to know how full
each truck is actually getting. To do this, a truck fill factor is determined. This was done
by comparing the amount of material that was reported to be moved by the mine counting
how many trucks were filled each shift, with the assumption made by the mine being
each truck is filled to its capacity, and then comparing it to how much material was
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measured as determined by a survey. The assumption is that each truck is filled to
capacity giving the estimated number of cubic yards moved. The survey done measures
the actual volume of material moved. These numbers for each mine are shown in Table
6.3.

Measured
Reported
Truck Fill Factor

Table 6.3: Truck fill factor
Measured Yards vs Reported Yards
Mine 4
823,814 yd3
905,495 yd3
0.9098

Mine 7
1,020,454 yd3
1,044,055 yd3
0.9774

This shows that more material is being moved per truck load at Mine 7. This is most
likely due to a better fragmented material allowing each loader bucket to be filled closer
to its capacity. Now it is possible to determine the cost per cubic yard of material
excavated. This cost and all the pertinent information is shown in Table 6.4. One minute
was added to each truck load at both sites to account for truck exchange time as this was
a fairly average time recorded during both studies.
Table 6.4: Excavation cost comparison
Excavation Cost Comparison
Loader: CAT 993K
Bucket Size:
Hauler: CAT 777D
Body Size:
Mine
Mine 4
Avg Load Time
2.84 min
Avg Time per Truck
3.84 min
Avg Trucks/Hour
15.62
Avg Trucks/8 Hour Shift
125
Operating Cost/Hour
$790
Material/Truck Load
60.75 yd3
Material Moved/Hour
949.15 yd3
Excavation Cost/yd3
$0.832
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17 yd3
67.5 yd3
Mine 7
2.26 min
3.26 min
18.38
147
$790
65.97 yd3
1212.66 yd3
$0.651

A cost savings of $0.181/yd3 is realized by using the blast plan used at Mine 7. Taking
into account the $0.155/yd3 drilling and blasting cost, in this situation a total savings of
$0.026/yd3 is seen. This is the minimal cost savings that would be seen because three
trucks is the minimum amount of trucks that would be working with a loader. This was
because at both sites the haul distance was very short. As the haul distance increases, the
number of trucks working with each loader would also increase.

The more trucks

working with the loader will also increase the cost savings realized by utilizing the
blasting plan. These additional cost savings based on the number of trucks used was
calculated and are shown in Table 6.5.
Table 6.5: Cost savings based on number of trucks utilized
Cost Savings Based on Number of Trucks Utilized
Mine 4
Mine 7
Total Savings Savings per 1 mil yd3
3
3
With 3 trucks
$0.832/yd
$0.651/yd
$0.026/yd3
$25,863
With 5 trucks
$1.180/yd3
$0.924/yd3
$0.101/yd3
$101,414
With 7 trucks
$1.528/yd3
$1.196/yd3
$0.177/yd3
$176,964

This shows that as the operating cost goes up, such as with more trucks in use or with a
larger loader or shovel, the cost saving yielded by following the blast plan are
significantly increased. Dealing with a poorly fragmented material will also increase
loader operating cost, such as at Mine 4, because there will be increased wear and tear on
the equipment dealing with the oversized material. A higher operating cost with seven
trucks working with a loader, which depending on haul distance is possible, a total cost
savings of $0.177 per cubic yard is recognized. This means that a savings of $176,964
could be seen per 1 million cubic yards moved. This amount is about how much material
was moved in one month at each mine studied. Even if only one tenth of that is control
shots, it would still be a monthly savings of around $18,000. But the most important fact
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is that even in the case with the likely the lowest operating cost that would be seen,
following the developed blasting plan still yields an overall savings in total cost.
6.4 Drilling Accuracy
By auditing as many drill patterns as feasible and giving that feedback to the drillers will
eventually increase the accuracy of the drilling. At Mine 7, when the plan was first
implemented, drill pattern accuracies were in the range of 30%. After given time to
implement, feedback given to the drillers, and disciplinary action taken if needed, drill
accuracies are now around 80%, which is very close to the goal of 85%. With the
increase of drill pattern accuracy, more cost savings are likely to be noticed. When drill
patterns are not accurate, the tendency is that they are drilled tighter, or the holes are
closer together. This increases the drill footage drilled for the shot as well as increases
the powder needed to fill the shot. Both of these increases will increase the total cost of
the shot. By keeping the drilling accurate, the drill and blast cost can be kept down to
what it should be.
6.5 Flyrock
Flyrock incidents can be prevented by very careful and thorough planning. Through
following the proposed plan, flyrock incidents will be a minimal risk. By drilling a
proper and accurate pattern, with any abnormalities documented and communicated, the
blaster can then make the appropriate decisions for how to load and time the shot with no
unexpected problems arising. Problems could be the pattern was not drilled accurately,
so the holes could be closer together, the holes could be too far apart and the shot could
be overloaded to compensate, or cracks and voids could be encountered and not reported
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to the blaster. All of this could lead to a flyrock incident and costly fines and cleanup
costs.
The first thing that is going to happen after a reported flyrock incident is the government
agencies will come in, gather their information from their investigating, and then assess
fines for the incident. Fines for flyrock incidents range from anywhere between $200 and
$70,000 based on a number of factors taken into consideration.

So a conservative

estimate would be a $15,000 fine for a flyrock citation. It is also important to note that
not only will there be a fine from the federal Mine Safety and Health Administration
(MSHA), but also the state agency will come in and also levy a fine. So that $15,000
doubles into $30,000 by virtue of paying two fines. There will also be a cost incurred to
clean up the rocks that fell off the permitted area. Equipment will have to be allocated to
do the job and could take as much as two weeks to complete. In speaking with mine
management during the visits, this cleanup cost is about $10,000 per week, and if the
situation is severe enough, the entire operation could be shut down until cleanup is
completed and a remediation plan submitted and accepted. So the flyrock incident now
costs $50,000 to the company. In the scenario where one tenth of the material moved in a
month was from control blasting, or 100,000 yd3, this equates to an additional $0.50 per
cubic yard of material moved.
This additional $0.50 per cubic yard just covers the fines and the cleanup costs associated
with the flyrock incident. There could be even more charges if the incident were to turn
into an accident. If the rocks make their way down the hill and cause property damage or
injury to the residents there, the fines will be even greater and the company will also be
held responsible for the damages and repairs. Either way, flyrock is very expensive to
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deal with. The proposed plan should be followed to keep flyrock at an absolute minimum
to keep the operations safe and still cost effective.
6.6 Workplace Culture
One of the most interesting aspects to the drill and blast plan is the culture it instills
amongst the workers. After its implementation at Mine 7, the plan has had a very good
reception from the workers. A very positive work environment has been created as a
result. Each worker understands how their role affects the entire process and why doing
their job well is important. In speaking with mine management, it was found that most of
the problems that occur with any aspect of drilling and blasting are often resolved without
management ever required to intervene. If the bench isn’t properly prepared by the dozer
operators, the drillers, being the first ones on the bench, will contact them and let them
know that the bench is not ready to be drilled on. It is not uncommon for management to
not hear there was any problem at all until well after everything was resolved.
The drillers are also held accountable for their mistakes as well. They are expected to
drill the pattern as planned and have the burden and spacings be accurate and consistent.
Their patterns are audited and their performance is reviewed with them. In one instance a
driller was supposed to drill a 20’x20’ pattern, but instead drilled a 16’x16’ pattern.
Before mine management even knew of the problem, the blasting foreman for the
contractor had already made a cost comparison sheet for the shot as it was supposed to be
drilled and how it was actually drilled and took it to the driller to review it with him.
That way the driller knows that he made a mistake and got to see firsthand the cost of his
mistake.

He took personal responsibility and has worked diligently to ensure that

problem never happens again. It has gotten to a point where the drillers like to compete
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with one another on who can be the most accurate. Drilling accuracy has improved from
an average around 30% up to an average near 80% because the drillers take pride in their
work and they are disappointed with themselves when they perform poorly. Accurate
drilling will keep the total drill footage where it needs to be and not require any excess
powder to load the holes with to keep cost down. It will also ensure the desired powder
factor is actually achieved for the shot and good fragmentation is achieved, which also
will keep excavation costs to a minimum.
With a plan to follow, each worker knows what is expected of them. There are no
questions on how something should be done because it is already laid out for them. It
also allows for the workers to police themselves and hold each other accountable if their
tasks are not being done as prescribed. This saves management time to deal with other
problems that might arise at the mine. Everyone knows what is expected of them and
what the results of their work should be. All the guessing and judgement calls are taken
out of the equation and consistency is gained. A very positive work environment is
created where people understand what impact they have on the operation and are able to
take pride in doing their job and doing it well.

Copyright © Brett Christopher Jackson 2015
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Chapter 7: Summary
Seven different surface coal mines were visited in the Appalachia region to examine
control blasting practices at each site.

It was discovered that there was very little

consistency between any two mines in how control blasting was carried out. Different
patterns drilled to different depths with different loading practices, different blasting caps
and blasting agents utilized, different timing sequences and a litany of different issues
with driller responsibilities. Control blasting as a whole was not achieving desirable
results for the mining companies. The large variance in practices made it difficult for a
close examination to determine where the problems were, save for one mine. At Mine 7,
they had developed a plan for their blasting practices that was followed without
exception. The plan was developed through a joint effort between mine management and
the blasting contractor on site. This proactive approach to blasting appeared to yield very
positive results, yet their methods were not adopted by anyone else. This may have been
because the benefits realized were not quantified.
A different study that had already been completed in the same region was referenced to
determine what benefits should be seen by using a plan that optimizes control blasting.
Possibly the largest factor was the increase in fragmentation that should be seen. A side
by side comparison of a widened drill pattern versus an optimized drill pattern was done.
A big difference in fragmentation could be seen by the naked eye that the tighter,
optimized pattern had the better fragmentation. Due to this tighter pattern though, it
would be expected that the drill and blast cost would rise a bit because there would need
to be more linear feet drilled and more product needed to fill the extra distance drilled.
However, the subsequent loading and hauling cost would be expected to recognize a
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significant savings. These savings were anticipated to be significant enough in fact to
offset the increased drill and blasting cost plus a little extra. The big picture of any
company, no matter what business it is in, is to make money.

It is expected that

following a well-developed plan for control blasting, the company will ultimately see an
increase in profitability, without compromising safety.
With all of this, a plan was developed to set forth the procedures for control blasting in
the Appalachia region. The plan sets the guidelines for what needs to be done to have a
safe and productive blast. It controls all the variables that need to be set to for the blaster
to step in and inherit what they need in order to have a successful shot. The blaster still
has the latitude they need to load the shot to the desired powder factor, and then time the
shot to get the best movement and fragmentation given the other factors surrounding the
shot. Each item is the taken into detail as to why that is what it should be, and why it is
important to follow that guideline, so that every worker knows why what they do is
important, and how it affects the operation. This will allow for blasting to be done safely
and effectively if the guidelines are followed.
As with anything proposed, its effectiveness needs to be tested in order for it to be
proven. Two mines were chosen to compare with each other to show the benefits of
following the proposed plan. A Kuz-Ram model was run on a few different scenarios to
show that its predictions matched that of this study. The model run with the parameters
of the proposed plan predicted that it would result in the best fragmentation. This was
then tested further by conducting a time study of a loader at each site and doing a
productivity and cost comparison between the two. The data showed a higher
productivity rate from the loader and trucks digging in the shot that utilized the plan over
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blasting on a 22’x22’ pattern on all shots. This increase in equipment productivity means
a lower excavation and haulage cost per cubic yard of material by following the plan. It
was more than enough to cancel out the extra cost that was incurred by the increase in
drilling and blasting costs. In the case being studied, each loader was working with three
trucks which showed a savings of $0.026 per cubic yard. Any increase in operating cost,
such as hard digging through poorly fragmented material, bigger shovel or loader, or
more trucks working with the loader will show an even bigger total savings from use of
the blasting plan. In a hypothetical scenario in which there was a long haul distance and
seven trucks were working with the same loader, a cost savings of $0.177 per cubic yard
of material was calculated. Expand that out to a million cubic yards of material, and a
savings between $26,000 and $177,000 is seen depending on the situation. That is a large
amount of money for a company to be missing out on.
All this was done not only without compromising the safety of the blast, but improving it.
Flyrock risk is reduced by having everyone on the team following the plan so that there is
nothing unexpected or surprising from every blast. Everyone understands their role, why
it is important, and what they contribute to the team effort. This has also instilled a very
positive work culture for where the plan has been put in place. Benches are being
prepared properly, drilling is accurate, and communication between everyone is good.
Everyone gets to take pride in their work and the role that they play. The workers police
themselves and hold themselves accountable for their work.

Very rarely does

management ever need to step in to resolve an issue. Most of the time, the problem has
been resolved and corrected by the workers themselves before management even knew
there was any issue. This allows the operation to simply work like a well-oiled machine.
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Implementation of the plan for control blasting will yield positive results on the
operation. It saves time and money, both of which are important to any business. Even
more important, is that is does so without compromising anyone’s safety. Many of the
problems that were seen at each site visited will be solved simply by following the plan.
Blasts will be productive and successful, workers will be happier and take more pride in
what they do, and the company will be able to see an increase in their profits.

Copyright © Brett Christopher Jackson 2015
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Chapter 8: Conclusions
The first major discovery of this project was that there was no consistent control blasting
practices in the Appalachia region. There were no standard operating procedures and
practices varied widely, sometimes even within the same mine.

One of the main

problems seen is the use of a standardized pattern no matter the depth the shot is drilled
to. This standardized pattern does not allow for an optimum blast to take place. To help
optimize blasting in the region, a comprehensive control blasting plan was created based
on the best practices seen. This was mainly the based on the blasting that occurred at
Mine 7.
The plan being used at Mine 7 was tested against the blasting done at Mine 4 to prove its
effectiveness. As mentioned earlier, use of a standardized drill pattern for all shots does
not allow for optimum blasts. The pattern should be adjusted based on the depth the
holes are being drilled to. This was first shown by running a Kuz-Ram model of a blast
15’ deep and comparing the results of the standardized pattern used at Mine 4 to the
optimized pattern used by Mine 7. The model showed that the d50, d80 and d90 are all
about triple the size at Mine 4 as compared to Mine 7. The d50, d80, and d90 diameter
sizes at Mine 7 came out to be 0.394’, 0.984’ and 1.476’ respectively, while they came
out to be 0.984’, 2.789’ and 4.400’ at Mine 4 respectively. The maximum estimated
particle size is over three times the size from Mine 7 to Mine 4, being 5.906’ diameter as
compared to 19.194’ diameter respectively.

This oversized material both hinders

production and increases the operating costs by causing extra wear and tear on the
equipment. This Kuz-Ram model suggests that better fragmentation will be achieved by
use of the developed plan.
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A comparison was also made using real world data. First drill and blast costs were
determined for a blast of 20,000 yd3 using the prescribed drill patterns at each site. The
cost came out to be $0.530 per cubic yard at Mine 7 as compared to $0.375 per cubic
yard at Mine 4. This is a cost increase of $0.155 per cubic yard of material, as was
anticipated. Next, truck fill factors were determined by using the estimated amount of
material moved, calculated by the number of truck loads times their capacity, and
comparing it to the actual amount of material moved as determined through a survey.
Mine 7 saw a 97.74% truck fill factor while Mine 4 saw a 90.98% truck fill factor. Use
of the blasting plan at Mine 7 saw an increase in truck fill factor of 6.76%. This means
that more material is being moved with each truck load. Finally a time study was
conducted at each mine to determine the cost of excavation and haulage of the material.
Mine 7 was able to save a little over half a minute loading each truck as compared to
Mine 4. This means that not only is more material being moved with each truck, it is also
being moved faster. This brought about a cost of $0.651/yd3 at Mine 7 when compared to
$0.832/yd3 at Mine 4, for a savings of $0.181/yd3 seen by Mine 7. Taking into account
the drill and blast costs, Mine 7 recognizes an overall savings of $0.026/yd3 when
compared to Mine 4. This shows that even operating at a very low operating cost, use of
the plan for control blasting still has an overall cost savings. It was also shown that an
increase in operating cost will only increase the savings already seen by the plan. If
seven trucks had been used to accommodate a longer haul distance, rather than just three
trucks, an increased savings of up to $0.177/yd3 would have been seen by use of the
prescribed plan. That savings translates into a savings of $176,964 per million cubic
yards of material moved.
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The developed control blasting plan is heavily dependent on drill accuracy. The plan will
lose its effectiveness if the drilling is inaccurate. Therefore, it is extremely important that
the drill accuracy auditing program set forth in the plan is implemented. The plan
showed success at Mine 7 because the drill accuracy increased from an average of 30%
accuracy up to an average of 80% accuracy. The plan cannot be successful if the patterns
are not drilled as they are intended to be. However, it is recommended that this or a
similar comprehensive control blasting plan is implemented in all surface coal mines in
the Appalachia region. The plan has shown that is promotes both safe and cost effective
blasting operations. However, in order to be successful, mine management must be
supportive and dedicated to the endeavor. The plan needs to be enforced and understood
to be successful and effective.

Copyright © Brett Christopher Jackson 2015
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Appendix A
This appendix shows a document that was obtained from Mine 7 during initial data
gathering.

It was through this data collection of the best current practices in the

Appalachia region in which the implemented plan was developed. This document was
determined to be vital in the development of the plan, and credit needs to be given to
those who developed it. Some of the figures repeat themselves, but this is to display the
work that was done by Mine 7 before their work was transformed into a much larger,
comprehensive document ultimately implemented by them for the research completed for
this thesis.
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